Out-of-core simulation systems produce and/or consume a massive amount of data that cannot fit on a single compute node memory and that usually needs to be read and/or written back and forth during computation. I/O data movement may thus represent a bottleneck in large-scale simulations. To increase I/O bandwidth, high-end supercomputers are equipped with hierarchical storage subsystems such as node-local and remote-shared NVMe and SSD-based Burst Buffers. Advanced caching systems have recently been developed to efficiently utilize the multi-layered nature of the new storage hierarchy. Utilization of software components results in more efficient data accesses, at the cost of reduced computation kernel performance and limited numbers of simultaneous applications that can utilize the additional storage layers. We introduce MultiLayered Buffer Storage (MLBS), a data object container that provides novel methods for caching and prefetching data in out-of-core scientific applications to perform asynchronously expensive I/O operations on systems equipped with hierarchical storage. The main idea consists in decoupling I/O operations from computational phases using dedicated hardware resources to perform expensive context switches. MLBS monitors I/O traffic in each storage layer allowing fair utilization of shared resources while controlling the impact on kernels' performance. By continually prefetching up and down across all hardware layers of the memory/storage subsystems, MLBS transforms the original I/O-bound behavior of evaluated applications and shifts it closer to a memorybound regime. Our evaluation on a Cray XC40 system for a representative I/O-bound application, seismic inversion, shows that MLBS outperforms state-of-the-art filesystems, i.e., Lustre, Data Elevator and DataWarp by 6.06X, 2.23X, and 1.90X, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Memory and storage systems have not maintained the same rate of technology scaling as processing for many years, creating an I/O performance gap between the subsystems [1] , [2] . Out-of-core simulations pay the highest penalty. These systems typically produce and/or consume a massive amount of data that cannot fit on a single compute node memory, and hence may require to read and write back and forth this data many times for computation. I/O data movement can thus be a bottleneck in large-scale simulations. In fact, many modern scientific applications running on HPC systems typically induce high latency blocking for I/O [3] , [4] , [5] .
As we approach exascale, the limited on-node memory capacity makes I/O one of the main bottlenecks for many critical simulations, hindering scientific productivity [6] . To enhance the I/O performance on HPC systems, the storage subsystem is being expanded in a hierarchical manner, adding highthroughput intermediate layers in between Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) and traditional Hard Disk Drive (HDD) storage. Advances in memory architecture have made it feasible and affordable to include multiple heterogeneous storage media in such systems [7] . Several layers of hardware storage, such as on node-local Non-Volatile Memory (NVMe) and Solid State Drive (SSD), and remote-shared SSD-based Burst Buffers are used to leverage the high I/O bandwidth and improve the I/O performance. Due to the importance of closing the gap between I/O and compute, several production supercomputers are currently equipped with Burst Buffers [8] . For example, the Aurora supercomputer at the Argonne National Laboratory, Summit at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Sierra at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory are or will be equipped with node-local Burst Buffers. Meanwhile, Trinity supercomputer at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Cori at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Shaheen-2 at the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology have adopted remote-shared SSDbased Burst Buffers [9] .
These intermediate layers help to reduce the amount of time applications spend blocking for I/O. However, traditional Parallel File Systems (PFS) such as Lustre [10] , GPFS [11] and PVFS [12] are not equipped to manage multi-layer storage subsystems. They support only a single layer of storage devices [13] . Since each layer is an independent subsystem, users are forced to study each layer independently and make necessary adjustments in their applications [14] .
Several solutions have emerged in the recent decade to ease the burden on users. DDN IME [15] , DataWarp [16] and Data Elevator [17] are parallel software systems that focus predominantly on bursty write operations. They redirect I/O calls from PFS to Burst Buffer and then asynchronously flush data to PFS. On read, they need to populate the Burst Buffer through manual stage-in operations. Since prefetching data to an intermediate storage is also necessary for many postprocessing applications, systems that support one-way read operation, such as ARCHIE, have also been proposed [18] . Hermes and UniviStor are new systems that offer multi-tiered buffering solutions [19] , [20] . Hermes utilizes users knowledge of data accesses for better data placement of files. UniviStor provides an independent parallel program that allows sharing of resources for multiple applications.
However, there are two main drawbacks with these solutions: 1) they require large fixed reservations on remoteshared Burst Buffers denying other applications from utilizing them, and 2) they use additional multi-threaded processes on compute nodes, thereby, damaging cache locality in multitreaded computation kernels.
In this paper, we propose the design and implementation of a MultiLayered Buffer Storage (MLBS) that supports twoway caching of data for both read and write I/O operations to maximize the bandwidth utilization of multiple hardware storage layers. MLBS continuously prefetches data up and down across all hardware layers of the memory/storage media stack while ensuring that other applications can fairly use intermediate storage hardware. This non-intrusive framework provides simple APIs that enable applications to decouple the I/O operations from their critical paths, while eagerly pursuing their computation. MLBS demonstrates a versatile and asynchronous method for overlapping I/O with computations that decreases the strain on processing units and minimizes the performance impact on the computational kernels. Our threelayer implementation is designed to control the size used by each compute node in the Burst Buffer so that more nodes can be used with minimal impact on performance. To our knowledge, MLBS is the first framework to show the effectiveness of an asynchronous multilayered buffer system with real scientific applications. MLBS controls the performance impact on the computational kernels, while leveraging the Burst Buffer technology.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We deploy novel methods for caching and prefetching data across hierarchical parallel storage systems ( §III 
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
A. What are the current hardware/software solutions for outof-core applications?
Out-of-Core applications perform computations on data that does not fit in main memory. Alternately, blocks of data are written and/or read from file systems depending on when each block is needed for computation. Current I/O libraries, such as POSIX, MPI-IO, HDF5, are responsible for data movement through applications I/O requests, while communicating independently with the file systems. Typically, they use variants of memcpy() as a transport method to copy data between applications memory space and file systems, e.g., Lustre, GPFS, PVFS, etc. This creates opportunities for the applications to overlap computation and I/O phases. Fig. 2 highlights these overlapping regions during a snapshot of a typical out-of-core application execution.
B. Is asynchronous I/O sufficient enough to overlap I/O and compute phases in iterative and bursty I/O applications with fast compute programming model?
I/O library calls such as fwrite(), fread() and aio_write(), aio_read() are asynchronous analog of blocking write() and read() system calls. They complete I/O requests in parallel alongside computation, thus, removing the strain of blocking I/O from applications critical path.
fwrite() and fread() calls pause the computation to copy the targeted data between application provided buffers and I/O library buffers using memcpy() and finally resume the flow of the application. Internally, in a second step, fwrite() and fread() copy the data between Operating System (OS)'s disk buffers and I/O library buffers. Applications can, therefore, use their buffers immediately after calls to fwrite() or fread() return while the OS kernel threads writes and read data directly form disk.
aio_write() and aio_fread() calls enqueue I/O request into a Pthread-based helper engine and return immediately to the application space. After the return, applications cannot use the pointer to targeted data for computation until the request is completed but free to do anything else. aio_suspend() is then used to wait until the pointer to targeted data is safe to use.
Without the loss of generality, the wall time (i.e. entire execution time) of an application that uses blocking I/O is the summation of computation time, 
C. What is a Burst Buffer?
Due to the importance of closing the gap between I/O and compute throughput, several production supercomputers are currently equipped with high bandwidth intermediate storage subsystems knowing as Burst Buffers [8] . While most of the parallel storage systems in supercomputers are built with cost effective, low-bandwidth, high-capacity spinning disks HDDs, Burst Buffers are built with more expensive but highbandwidth, low-capacity SSDs or NVMes [23] . The two most common types of Burst Buffers are node-local and remote-shared. In the former design, Fig. 1(a) , each node is equipped with a local SSDs or NVMe with limited capacity. For instance, on Summit supercomputer, each compute node has a local 1.6 TiB NVMe. In the latter design, Fig. 1 (b), arrays of SSDs or NVMe are grouped in separate Burst Buffer nodes. These Burst Buffer nodes are located on the interconnect fabric and compute nodes access them through the network. For instance, on Shaheen-2 supercomputer, all compute nodes share 1.5 PiT of high bandwidth SSDs located on the Burst Buffer nodes.
The choice between the two designs is beyond the scope of this paper. However, our proposed solution, MLBS, intends to hide the differences between the two designs from the applications' perspective.
D. What are the runtime opportunities for compute and I/O optimizations moving forward? A perspective from the Reverse Time Migration (RTM) application
Applications may deal with multiple heterogeneous file systems. For example, Shaheen-2 supercomputer offers to its users an SSD-based DataWarp file system and a diskbased Lustre file system. I/O libraries must select or mix appropriate file systems in order to achieve better I/O and compute overlap [21] . In Fig. 3 , we use our own tracer to understand how much time is spent in each compute and I/O phase in a run of RTM application. In the forward phase, the application computes 10 iterations on a 2 GiB grid before dumping it to the I/O library as a snapshot. The library then conducts the actual write to the PFS, i.e., Lustre. Once the forward phase is over, in the backward simulation and imaging phase, the application reads back previously written grids in Last In, First Out (LIFO) order and computes the so-called imaging condition every 10 iterations. Red and pink color bars represent compute times for forward and backward phases, and blue and green represent write and read. We can clearly observe how the backward phase read is faster in the beginning and slower later. This happens because the requested files in the beginning are still stored in DRAM and have not been evicted by the operation systems memory manager yet. Files at the end are brought back from Lustre and, hence, they take longer time. We can clearly identify runtime opportunities to overlap I/O read and/or write function calls with computational kernels from the application's critical path.
III. DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE OF MLBS
Out-of-core scientific applications, such as Reverse Time Migration (RTM), write-read or read-write a large number of intermediate snapshots in a form of checkpoints on disks [5] . Applications typically compute on data arrays or vectors and issue I/O write/read request on them. We designed MLBS in a way that fulfills the aforementioned semantics. Our objective in designing MLBS is to hide I/O overhead from computation, while maintaining the following goals: 1) lightweight Application Program Interface (API) with minimal code and application design changes, 2) overlapping I/O and compute phases using asynchronous executions, 3) prefetching and caching across all multi storage layers, and finally 4) controlled impact on the computation kernels. In Fig. 4 we show the architecture and software stack of MLBS and its two building blocks, MLBS objects and MLBS helper engine. Users include MLBS objects in their parallel source code and use them as they would with standard arrays or vectors. One MLBS helper is launched per compute node which takes over write/read request and tries to achieve the design objective described above.
A. MultiLayered Buffer Storage (MLBS)
An MLBS object is a lightweight contiguous data storage container written as a C++ class template. It follows the basic semantics of the vector Standard Template Library (STL) container [24] , i.e., indexing, dynamic memory allocation, etc. Additionally, it includes multiple APIs to enable I/O-compute overlap and parallel computation on its data. In Fig. 5 we list public MLBS APIs. The main objectives of the APIs are ease-of-use, non-intrusiveness and high throughput copy from application space to the DRAM allocation in MultiLayered Buffer Storage Helper (MLBS Helper) space. Therefore, with minimal code changes, application developers can easily integrate MLBS into their codes.
Constructors of MLBS, lines 4 and 5, reserve an initial block of contiguous DRAM memory. The allocated memory is used to hold numOfElements elements of type T, e.g. a million float, double or int.
Function resize(), line 14, enables dynamic memory reallocation. It resets the number of elements that MLBS can hold to numOfElements, push_back(T & element), line 15, is used to append element to the end of MLBS objects after allocating necessary memory.
Function write(id) is used to copy all data elements to the MLBS Helper's local memory buffer. The data is stored as a record with ID id.
Since the copy operation is the first bottleneck of overlapping I/O and compute, we studied the performance of memcpy() and compared it to an alternative parallel copy method which uses vectorized Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) instructions and parallel for loop, we elaborate with extensive details in Sec. §IV-A. Therefore, copy is done through AVX instructions and parallel loop.
Function read(id), is used to load back data record id from MLBS Helper using memory swaps. Details about caching and prefetching strategies are provided in §III-B.
Functions setComm(), reduce() and allReduce() are used to make collective MPI operations within MLBS space. In domain decomposition type of work, for example, where multiple MPI ranks work on the same data, collective MPI-IO is used to allow each rank to write and/or read its own blocks of data. These collectives are also used to aggregate I/O request and assign one rank to conduct I/O requests. Supporting other MPI collective operations is straightforward.
B. MultiLayered Buffer Storage Helper (MLBSHelper)
Upon instantiation of an MLBS object, MLBS Helper is launched and pinned, along with application. The Pthreadbased helper threads main objective is to handle all I/O operations: 1) moving the data between the application space and MLBS helper space, 2) conducting the actual write and read operations from main memory to subsequent storage layers, 3) continuously pushing data up and down across hierarchical storage systems such as Burst Buffer and Lustre, and 4) caching data in and out based on data access patterns.
We built MLBS Helper with the following components: Memory Manager. When an MLBS object is initialized, MLBS reserves a small block of available DRAM and assigns it to the MLBS Helper. The exclusive segment of DRAM is used to cache some of the intermediate records. DRAM caching layers allow to reduce the latency of I/O requests. We have implemented a First In, First Out (FIFO) cache evict policy on this layer. On evict, records are pushed down to the next buffering layer and metadata table gets updated. In addition, ownership of the record gets transferred to the file system manger.
File System Manager. Once a record gets evicted from DRAM, the file system manager is then responsible to move the record from DRAM to the next fastest storage subsystem. On construction phase, MLBS attaches all available filesystems to MLBS. For example, in supercomputers such as Shaheen-2 that host two PFS such as SSD-based DataWarp and HDD-based Lustre, MLBS attaches DataWarp system as an intermediate layer and Lustre as a persistent layer. This natural order implies that data objects start their life cycle in DRAM and then get pushed to the Burst Buffer when DRAM is full. They then get further pushed to Lustre when the Burst Buffer is full. Depending on the prefetching strategy, the same data file may then be pulled back from Lustre to Burst Buffer to MLBS DRAM space, and finally, transferred to the application space using the read() method, as shown in Algorithm 2 and §III-B. The actual read and write is done using MPI-IO with the option to use POSIX as well. When the Burst Buffers are used, DataWarp's API are used to asynchronously stage-in and stage-out the records [16] .
Communication Layers. Any exchange between the application space and MLBS Helper engines, including interhelpers communications, should be carefully handled. Therefore, multiple reliable communication layers are built into MLBS Helper to guarantee smooth and fast data traffic between the application and the various storage layers. By default, MPI one sided communicators are used to exchange messages between helpers on different nodes. While in a scenario in which helpers are in one node, sharing the same physical DRAM, POSIX shared memory APIs are used.
Caching Engine Algorithm 1 details how MLBS Helper overlaps compute and I/O and continuously caches and prefetches intermediate record for applications with either LIFO or FIFO data access patterns, with default set to FIFO. MLBS Helper manages the data traffic in the background, while the application carries on its computations. The helper's caching engine consists of two phases. In the first phase, the engine loops over the 1st layer of buffer zone, i.e., DRAM, and evicts oldest data to the 2nd layer, e.g., Burst Buffer (line 5). It may further push down the oldest files from 2nd layer to the 3rd layer, e.g., Lustre. In the 2rd phase, i.e., the read phase, the helpers wait for the application to consume the data that are still in the MLBS 1st layer. As soon as a buffer slot is empty in the 1st layer, the helper fills up the buffer slot with the data file from the 2nd layer (line 12). It will also pop up another data file from the 3rd layer to the 2nd layer. WAIT( ) 11 src ← GETFILEPOINTER(f ilename) 12 SWAP(src, data) 13 Update file location in MLBS Helper metadata table
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Memcpy vs. Parallel and Vectorized AVX
In order to measure the impact of memory copy, we study the throughput of copying arrays of different sizes using memcpy() and compare it against a technique, which uses vectorized AVX instructions and parallel OpenMP for loop.
Vectorized AVX vmov{a,u,nt}p{s,d} instructions copy data that are, aligned (a), unaligned (u) or non-temporal (nt) and packed as single (ps) or double (pd) floating points between main memory and 256-bit or 512-bit wide special registers. In its aligned (a) and unaligned (u) form, the instruction modifies cache entry on update while in the nontemporal (nt) form it skips cache and sends data directly to main memory. Compilers try to select the best one based on compile-time analysis. Alternatively, MLBS may force one or the other at run time depending on record size. Fig. 6 shows that memcpy() can at best perform at 16 GiB/s even when both the source and destination fit in CPU cache, because it uses one hardware core only. However, with Fig. 6 . Maximum copy throughput achieved when using memcpy or vectorized parallel omp for under different data sizes. The parallel code is compiled with streaming stores compiler flag set to always or never. The shaded gray area indicates that copied data fit in L3 cache. parallel and temporal vectorized AVX instruction vmovups, the throughput reaches up to 512 GiB/s for data that always fit in cache and and 90 GiB/s when data is larger using nontemporal vectorized AVX instruction, vmovntps.
We used the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) hardware event counter [26] to analyze the L3 cache hit ratio when copying data with vectorized instructions. Table I shows that using non-temporal vmovups (streaming stores) on data that fit within L3 cache results in lowering cache hit ratio, thereby, lowering copy throughput. When a cache miss occurs, copy operation cannot proceed until data are brought back to L3 cache from DRAM. For data that fit in cache it is always better to use temporal instructions. 
B. Lighting the I/O Path
We have developed an easy to use lightweight event-tracer to visualize the different stages in any given application. The tracer can be used by users to observe the performance of each component in the code and to make effective code or system modification. Before and after each compute and I/O phase, users call our tracing library to start and end a tracing event.
The library records the start and end wall times and draws the events on an image file as seen in Fig. 3 and 11 . We use the tracer to shows how computations and I/Os are overlapped.
C. MLBS Hints
At the initialization step of MLBS, users can change the default parameters of MLBS and declare the number of helpers and the communication transport between helpers to be used. They can also specify the available capacity of each layer. This is especially important when a scarce and shared layer such as the Burst Buffer is used. Users also can decide whether each helper should be writing their data as independent files or group all their tasks in one file per helper. While the former option is easy and neat, it is known that PFS such as Lustre poorly perform when the number of small files is large. The latter option on the other hand is preferred especially, when the access for the data in the reading phase is sequential. While not required, these hints can bring additional performance gain for applications with deterministic I/O behavior.
D. MLBS Integration.
Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code of an application with MLBS API integration. This pseudo-code represents a class of HPC applications that write then read snapshots in either FIFO or LIFO order. We have integrated MLBS with micro-benchmark, two I/O kernel from scientific applications Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) and Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC), and a production RTM. While the compute functions of the two I/O kernels are not considered in the evaluation, the micro-benchmark and the RTM application includes it. The RTM application relies on OpenMP programming models for the parallel computational kernel implementation (i.e., the stencil computation kernel in lines 5 and 9 from Algorithm 3), which fully takes advantage of instruction vectorization (i.e., AVX-2) on the underlying hardware. MLBS uses a C++ and Pthread-based implementation for flexibility purposes. To properly ensure the application OpenMP threads and MLBS Pthreads helper coexist, the total number of threads should match the number of physical cores, to prevent oversubscription overheads. Only single-threaded MLBS implementation is demonstrated in the paper to avoid performance slow down on the compute kernel side, since it is part of the critical path. However, the MLBS Pthread-based implementation can support more threads, for instance, in case the memory-to-memory copies (i.e., lines 7 and 11 from Algorithm 3) become a bottleneck. One can clearly notice the possible overlapping between lines 5 and 7 as well as between lines 9 and 11 during the forward and the backward integration, respectively. The final image is then generated thanks to the image condition, as shown in line 12.
Ultimately, the makespan of the applications VPIC, HACC or RTM should be minimized by balancing compute and I/O workloads accordingly through MLBS.
V. EVALUATION
To evaluate MLBS, we integrated our proposed storage object into our own micro-benchmark workflow that writes and reads and computes on large 3D array §V-B. Then we evaluated MLBS on real scientific application I/O workloads from physics and cosmology §V-C. Finally we evaluated MLBS on real production workflow from geoscience §V-D. In our evaluation we compared MLBS against writing and reading directly to state-of-the-art storage management systems (i.e., Lustre, DataWarp and Data Elevator).
A. Experimentation Setup
We have used the Cray XC40 supercomputer Shaheen-2 as an experimental platform. Shaheen-2 is a 6174-node system, each with a dual-socket 16-core Intel Haswell E5-2698 V3 and 128 GiB RAM. Shaheen-2 operates two parallel file systems, a 1. I/O workload. We have integrated MLBS into our own micro-benchmark, two I/O kernels form scientific application VPIC and HACC and a production RTM code used in geoscience/oil and gas industry.
In our MPI+OMP based micro-benchmark, in a given timestep loop, each MPI process computes independently on a large 3D array using all OMP threads. Depending of the checkpoint frequency that we set, i.e., how many time-steps before each checkpoint, each MPI process, writes to disk the entire array. Once the last time step is reached, the time-step loops restarts and the checkpoints are read from disk before they get computed on.
The two I/O kernels we used are VPIC and HACC. Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) is a general purpose simulation code for modeling kinetic plasmas in spatial multi-dimensions. We selected the I/O kernel from the ExaHDF5 Parallel I/O Kernel (PIOK) Suite [29] , [30] . Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC) is an N-body method GPU implementation that simulates the formation of structure in collisionless fluids under the influence of gravity in an expanding universe. The simulation helps to understand the evolution of the universe from inception to today [31] . We used the I/O kernel from the CORAL Benchmark Codes [32] , [33] .
To showcase MLBS in production environment, we integrated MLBS into an RTM code. Reverse Time Migration (RTM) is a wave equation based depth seismic migration technique used in the oil and gas industry, particularly in complex geological environments such as subsalt exploration. The RTM image is formed by cross-correlating a forward simulated source wavefield with an adjoint (i.e., reverse time) simulation from receivers. In a first phase, the source wavefield is reversed in time by storing at predetermined imaging time steps (snapshots) the propagation history. Due to the huge volume represented by the snapshots, they are usually compressed and offloaded to disks. In a second phase, when the backward receiver propagation reaches one of the imaging time steps, the corresponding source snapshots are read back from disk, decompressed, and correlated with the receiver snapshots to incrementally calculate the image condition, until the final image is eventually obtained [34] , [35] .
Comparisons. In this evaluation, we compare our proposed transparent storage object solution with Lustre [10] , DataWarp [16] and Data Elevator [17] . Lustre is the most common PFS on supercomputers. It does not provide any caching support and applications write and read directly to and from it. DataWarp is a the file system that manages the Burst Buffer on the Cray XC40 supercomputer. With its API, applications can use the Burst Buffer to cache, stage-in and stage-out files. Performance metric. The goal of MLBS is to reduce the time that is spent by application blocking for I/O, by overlapping I/O and compute. Thus, we measure the time spent for accessing or releasing data with either write() and read() library calls using Lustre, DataWarp or Data Elevator or through MLBS direct data access. We also evaluate the performance of MLBS using the performance model described below. We run each application three times and report the best performing results.
Performance modeling. We have integrated a model to monitor I/O performance at runtime. In fact, we can statically determine the entire application's execution time from the time breakdown of the major deterministic phases, i.e., kernel time (modeling and processing), write time, and read time. However, since I/O operations are done on shared resources, such as Lustre or Burst Buffer, performance fluctuations may occur depending on the availability of PFS resources. Therefore, we have added an online performance modeling tool into MLBS to better assess its performance impact, at any given state of the parallel file system. The model is actually straightforward, since it leverages the fact that I/O and compute operations may be overlapped. Therefore, in-between I/O operations, the wall time speedup window is bounded by
In this evaluation t Ref erence = t kernel + t I/O Lustre yields the slowest execution time. Using the size of the dataset and the time taken to transfer it during the time window, we can assess the actual sustained I/O throughput obtained during the time window. This realistic I/O bandwidth can then be used, instead of the sustained I/O bandwidth obtained with the IOR benchmark [28] , to evaluate and predict MLBS performance impact.
B. Evaluation of our micro-benchmark
We wrote a C++ MPI+OMP micro-bench that follows the complete workflow of an out-of-core adjoint state simulation. This application consists of modeling and processing phases. In the two phases, a compute kernel uses all available threads and vectorized instructions to computes on a large 3D array. The application computes on the array timeSteps number of times in each phase. At run time, users can set the size of the floating points array and the number of timeSteps. The modeling process includes dumping to disk the entire array at every I/O ratio time step. The processing phase reads back these arrays and computes on them. In this evaluation, we set the number of time steps to 3500 and increased the I/O ratio from 1 to 50. We also set the size of the 3D array to 4 GiB.
In Table II , we show the time spent by that our application blocking for I/O as a function of I/O ratio on Lustre, Burst Buffer, Data Elevator and MLBS. The benchmark's computation time of the array is not affected by the I/O ratio. In fact, it only depends in the number of time steps which we set to 3500 and it is measured to be 1800s. When the I/O ratio is set to 1, the array is dumped to disk every iteration in the computation phase. In the processing phase these arrays are then read back from disk. When the ratio is 2, I/O happens at every 2 time steps, so on so forth.
We also measure the expected and actual wall time speedups, see Table III . At the start of the benchmark, a small IOR-like code is used to measure the systems combined write and read throughputs. It also measures the time spent for a handful of compute iterations and identify the expected time of computing all time steps. This information is fed into our model described in V-A to measure the expected wall time speedup. Actual speedup is calculated after the benchmark is done.
Thus, when we set the ratio to 1, the application ends up requesting I/O from Lustre PFS for about 95% of its wall time. When writing and reading directly to the Burst Buffer, however, the blocking time is reduced by 65% improving I/O block time by a 3.16X speedup. The overall speed up for the application is then measured to be 2.94X When using MLBS, the I/O blocking time is reduced by 72% and the wall time is improved by 3.62X; see Table III .
The I/O times for the Burst Buffer and Data Elevator are almost identical. Data Elevator by design uses the Burst Buffer as a caching layer. It redirects all I/O requests from the Lustre to the Burst Buffer. Its independent parallel program then flushes data from the Burst Buffer to Lustre. However, unlike MLBS Helper engine that is carefully pinned at runtime, Data Elevator's threads are free to switch hardware threads which hinders the computation kernel of out micro-benchmark.
As also seen in Table II , an application instance on one compute node can generate up to 28 TiB of two-way I/O traffic, write and read. The aggregate size of all files per an application instance is 14 TiB of intermediate data. Since Shaheen-2's Burst Buffer capacity is only 1.5 PiB, we would only be able to run 110 application instances at once. Such limitation not only delays scientific discoveries, it also denies other users who would like to use the Burst Buffer, as well. Therefore, MLBS restricts the size of the Burst Buffer allocation to 1 TiB. This forces files that are pushed from DRAM to Burst Buffer to be pushed then to Lustre in a FIFO order. This allows for more than 3500 instances of the application to run at the same time. It also gives room for other applications to use the Burst Buffer without disruptions.
C. Evaluation of I/O workloads
Vector Particle-In-Cell VPIC is an application that demonstrates write-only I/O access. At the end of each time step the application dumps to disk particle data in HDF5 format. We have integrated MLBS into VPIC and measured the time spent by 512 nodes to write a total of 100 TiB in 16 time steps on Lustre, DataWarp Data Elevator and MLBS. In Fig. 7 we see Hardware Accelerated Cosmology Code HACC is a read-after-write type to application. At each time step the application reads back data that is previously written using MPI-IO collective call. We have integrated MLBS into HACC and as seen in Fig. 8 we measured the time spent by 512 nodes to read then write a total of 64 TiB in 16 time steps using Lustre, DataWarp, Data Elevator, and MLBS. The buffering techniques in MLBS yield a 1.5X I/O speedup, which is not far away from 1.4X speedup on DataWarp and Data Elevator.
D. RTM
We evaluate the performance impact of MLBS on a real production code from the oil and gas industry. The code consists of forward modeling and backward propagation of 3D wavefields. The RTM application processes a total of 338 shots on 338 compute nodes. Each shot computes for 5000 time steps and writes to disk 625 snapshots, i.e., an I/O ratio of 8. These snapshots are used in backward processing to produce the desired seismic image. In this paper the snapshots were not compressed. Compression, sometimes used in practice, swaps I/O time for additional processing time in both directions, at a cost in accuracy.
We evaluated the application with two different 3D array sizes, a small one, 512 × 512 × 512, and a larger one, 1400 × 1400 × 400. With the small array the application generates a total of 48.7 TiB of intermediate data, with the larger one a total of 413.2 TiB is generated.
We also measured the performance of the RTM application on Lustre, Burst Buffer, Data Elevator, and MLBS. The reference RTM kernel used all 32 threads. All 3D arrays are We integrate our C++ MLBS implementation into the RTM application on Shaheen-2 following Algorithm 3. We remove one thread from the RTM pool of OpenMP threads and reassign it to MLBS engine as a helper thread. This does not affect the performance of the computational kernel, since the stencil kernel is memory-bound, while fully utilizing the vector units for AVX. We test the performance impact when we allocate 70% of the physical DRAM capacity for MLBS, while we limit the capacity that is given to the Burst Buffer. Such a scenario is realistic when the total capacity of the Burst Buffer per run is limited. It also enables other users to utilize the Burst Buffer while our code is running.
In Fig. 9 and 10 , for each I/O configuration, we break down the wall time of the execution to its kernel, write() and read() operations. On Lustre, we observe that 43% of the execution wall time is spent blocking for I/O on the small 0.5 GiB arrays and 84% on the larger 2.9 GiB arrays. Using the Burst Buffer and Data Elevator, I/O block time is reduced to 25% and 50%, respectively, on the small and large arrays. MLBS, with its careful thread affinity control and DRAM and Burst Buffer utilization reduces the I/O block time to less than %2, thus nearing a perfect I/O compute overlap.
In Table IV Fig. 11 we show an actual overlap between I/O and compute when integrating MLBS with RTM. The trace helps us to visualize how I/O is carried through in the MLBS space and shows the effectiveness of embedded helper engine. It also shows how the RTM stresses MLBS especially towards the end of the forward modeling drawing in red. Given these generic components, MLBS components may be further extended to support various applications, beyond the herein studied applications.
VI. RELATED WORK
Many HPC centers have adopted multiple storage layers in their systems. Ranging from node-local to remote-shared NVMes and SSDs, these layers are helping to reduce the performance gap between I/O and compute operations. However, PFS are not equipped to manage the multi-layer nature of storage subsystems as they have traditionally managed each layer independently [13] . Lustre [10] , GPFS [11] and PVFS [12] are used, for instance, for single layer disk-based storage systems. Therefore, many systems and libraries have been proposed to fully utilize all layers of storage subsystems. These systems can be classified into three categories: nodelocal, remote-shared or hierarchical caching systems.
Systems such as BurstFS and BurstMem [36] , [37] were proposed to redirect I/O calls from PFS to local NVMe and SSDs. Similar work such as SSDalloc, NVMalloc and [38] , [39] use memory mapping techniques to include local NVMe and SSDs in applications address space.
Burst Buffer caching systems such as DDN IME [15] , DataWarp [16] , and Data Elevator [17] accelerate applications writes by redirecting writes from PFS to remote-shared Burst Buffers. Helper processes of these systems then asynchronously flush data to the PFS. However, on read, users are forced to manually populate data into Burst Buffers.
Recent works such as Hermes [19] , UniviStor [20] and ARCHIE [18] provide buffering solution on all stages of storage layers. Hermes offers three data placement policies to manage caching and prefetching of flat data files. UniviStor is implemented as an independent parallel program that runs along side application and manage their data movements. ARCHIE is a read-only system that provides multidimensional array-aware prefetching. Instead of prefetching entire flat files, it prefetches blocks of data.
In contrast to previous work, MLBS is a software-level library solution that consists in overlapping I/O and compute for out-of-core simulations. We provide a holistic solution to enhance the time-to-solution of real multi-threaded distributedmemory scientific applications using both write behind [40] and prefetching mechanisms. These optimizations permit to stream data across several stacked memory/storage layers (i.e., DRAM/Burst Buffer/Lustre), while maximizing the throughput at each encountered hardware layer. MLBS is able to properly balance the I/O and compute loads, with minimal and controlled impact on the application computation phases. Our caching engine ensures that all stacks of intermediate storage Are shared fairly among all other applications running without MLBS. The closest solution to MLBS is UniviStor. However, since its independent processes co-share compute nodes, it might decrease the computations performances of associated application and increases its time-to-solution.
VII. CONCLUSION
Out-of-core scientific simulations spend a considerable amount of time blocking for I/O. Advances in storage technology have made it possible to include heterogeneous multilayered storage subsystems between main memory and PFS. Leading-edge large-scale production supercomputers are now typically equipped with node-local and remote-shared NVMes as well as SSD-based Burst Buffers. Existing solutions to manage storage subsystems 1) have unpredictable impact on the computation kernels by corrupting their cache locality and 2) deny other applications from fairly using remoteshared Burst Buffers. We have introduced a versatile software library, named MultiLayered Buffer Storage (MLBS), which overlaps expensive I/O operations with computations in outof-core scientific simulations. MLBS asynchronously pushes and pulls data across hardware stacked storage layers, such as main memory/Burst Buffer/Lustre. Moreover, it ensures that computation kernels are not affected by helper cores, and it also increases and optimize the occupancy on Burst Buffers. The resulting up and down pipelining of data between storage layers overlaps with the main computational kernel. We evaluated MLBS on the distributed-memory Shaheen-2 Cray XC40 supercomputer. We show that MLBS permits the application to carry on as if it does not require out-of-core computations, while achieving up to 6.06X wall time speedup with Burst Buffer as an intermediate layer on large data files. In our future work we will consider hardware accelerators, which would require the support for an additional rather small memory layer (i.e., GPU's main memory) at the top of current hardware stacked storage layers.
